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Enabling Technologies Corporation Listed Among Top Finalists for the 2012 Microsoft Communications Market
Acceleration Partner of the Year Award
[Glen Arm MD 21057], [US] — June 25, 2012— Today, Enabling Technologies Corporation announced it has
been selected as a finalist for the Microsoft Communications Market Acceleration Partner of the Year Award.
“Enabling Technologies is the proud past winner of UC Communications Partner of the Year in both 2009 and
2010 and we are glad to add this distinguishing accomplishment to our cache of Unified Communications
achievements. We are pleased to be recognized for all of the Microsoft Lync implementations we have done
with expert precision. This achievement reaffirms our leadership position among Lync global system integrators.
“remarks Bill Vollerthum, President of Enabling Technologies.
Awards were presented in multiple categories, with winners chosen from a set of nearly 3,000 entrants worldwide. The Communications Market Acceleration Partner of the Year Award recognizes a partner with proven
expertise in planning, deployment, management, and support of Microsoft Lync. The winning solution advanced
how people communicate and collaborate with an improved user experience, increased efficiency, and enhanced services. The winning entry featured proof points showing how solutions address customer business
challenges on-premises, in the cloud, and in hybrid environments.
“We are proud to recognize our 2012 Partner Award finalists for their outstanding commitments to solving customer challenges,” said Jon Roskill, corporate vice president, Worldwide Partner Group, Microsoft Corp. “Our
partners are critical to our success as a company, and it is their creativity and innovative thinking in solving the
unique needs of our customers that serves as the foundation for mutual, long-term success. We congratulate
this year’s finalists on their achievements and look forward to following their continued success in the future.”
Enabling Technologies is the leading systems integrator of Microsoft Unified Communications systems. Enabling
has 20 years of messaging and real-time communications experience and over 600 deployments of Microsoft
Lync/OCS, Exchange and Exchange Unified Messaging. Enabling’s tried-and-true processes have helped customers minimize risk, maximize existing investments, and optimize the end-user UC experience. Enabling takes an
all-inclusive approach to projects, mastering the technical components while also optimizing the people and
process side to technology rollouts. Having Enabling design, implement, and proactively monitor your Exchange
and Lync systems is the first step to changing the way your workforce thinks about communications, for the better.

The Microsoft Partner Awards recognize Microsoft partners that have developed and delivered exceptional Microsoft-based solutions during the past year.
About Enabling Technologies Corp.:
Enabling Technologies UC System Integration practice is a step above all other Microsoft Unified Communications Gold partners – We do the job right the first time!
Why are we different?
-Exclusive Focus on Microsoft Lync and Exchange including Unified Messaging
-Gateway to PBX/PSTN Integration Experience
-Custom Application Development for Lync and Exchange Unified Messaging
-Depth of Experience - Microsoft UC partner of the Year for 2009 and 2010
-Able to Offer Lync (all workloads) Hosted, On Premises or Hybrid
-Network Operations Center - Support desk from Basic workday, 24x7 to Managed Services Offers.
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For additional information: Elle Vollerthum, VP Marketing, Enabling Technologies Corp. 443-625-5112 or
evollerthum@enablingtechcorp.com
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